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emancipation;  but alas, he is not of the stuff that'1
Ibsen's Brand is made of: he is not stronger^>gh ^
political
expedi'lct t>i>ce in verse, and^se, uJc-allurements of wife
and home, 2nd, m<5sf harrowing of all, the curse of
his dying Bother, who sees in him only the victim of
*^§S£2£^^- compromises with the king; he bows his
head, a renegade, an apostate to his ideal. In the end
he asks himself: Is any truth so true that it is worth
fighting for to the bitter end ? It is a terrible
question: one that has tortured great souls in all
ages. Again, Strindberg was voicing the problematic
conscience of his time. Master Olof is thus one of the
great historical dramas, not merely of the North, but
of Europe, an extraordinarily mature creation for a
youth of twenty-three. When Ibsen was this age,
he had not got much beyond his first play, Catilina.
I am not going to dwell on The Red R00;;;, for
although this novel is a landmark in Swedish literature,
it is not, in the same sense as Master Olof, a European
work. To us it is interesting that when Strindberg
planned this book, he intended to follow in the
footsteps of his favourite novelist, Dickens. His
witty, exaggerated caricatures of Swedish life are, in
some degree, Dickensian; but Strindberg had not, at
bottom, the Dickens temperament; he had been too
bitterly at war with life and his surroundings to rest
satisfied with merely humorous caricature. The Red
Room is thus not a Swedish Pickwick Papers., but rather
a Swedish Vie de Bobeme, seen across the temperament
of a pitiless satirist. Later, it was followed by the still
bitterer satires of The New Kingdom and 'Black Flags,
very terrible books, which call up to us the full-blooded
satire of the eighteenth century.
After the success of The Red room, however, Strind-
berg entered upon a happier period of his life. I
should like to have had time to speak of the new
dramas he now gave us: of The Secret of the Guild., a
drama that reminds us in many ways of Ibsen's

